Objective: The aim of this study was to analyze socioeconomic position (SEP) inequalities in the prevalence and incidence of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) in people aged 50 years and over in Europe and to describe the contribution of body mass index (BMI) and other possible mediators. Methods: This was a cross-sectional and longitudinal study including men and women ≥50 years old in 11 European countries in 2004 and 2006 (n = 21,323). The prevalence and cumulative incidence of T2DM were calculated with self-reported T2DM or when the individual took drugs for diabetes. Prevalence ratio (PR) and relative risk (RR) of prevalent and incident T2DM were calculated according to educational level and adjusted by BMI and other possible mediators. Results: The age-adjusted and country-adjusted prevalence of T2DM in 2004 was 10.2% in men and 8.5% in women. Compared to those with higher education, men and women with lower education had a PR [95% CI] of T2DM of 1.29 [1.12-1.50] and 1.61 [1.39-1.86], respectively. SEP-related inequalities in incidence (RR [95%CI]) were 1.88 [1.35-2.62] in women and 1.04 [0.78-1.40] in men. Adjusting for potential mediators reduced inequalities in the prevalence and incidence of T2DM among women by 26.2% and 21.6%, respectively, and inequalities in prevalence among men by 44.8%. Conclusions: We observed significant inequalities in the prevalence and incidence (women only) of T2DM as a function of socioeconomic position. These inequalities were mediated by BMI.
Introduction
Diabetes is a growing global health problem, and an estimated 4.4% of the global population will have diabetes by 2030. 1 The increased prevalence observed in recent years is mainly attributed not only to an increase in the incidence in type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), but it could also be due to declining mortality among T2DM patients [2] [3] [4] in some countries. This increased incidence is likely due to the increased prevalence of its main risk factors, such as obesity and sedentarism, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] while declining mortality among T2DM patients may be explained by improvements in treatment. 3, 4 Moreover, disease monitoring and improved access to health services play an important role in preventing diabetesrelated complications. 7 Inequalities in the incidence, prevalence and mortality of T2DM as a function of socioeconomic position (SEP) have been described in some populations. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] People with disadvantaged SEP (low income, deprived occupational social class and/or low educational level) experience higher rates of incidence and prevalence and are more likely to die from T2DM than those with high SEP. 7 Some studies have suggested that the presence of SEP-related inequalities in T2DM are mediated 13 by the unequal distribution of risk factors for T2DM between levels of SEP, 9, 14 and indeed obesity, physical inactivity, and unhealthy diet are most prevalent among those with the lowest SEP. 15 For example, obesity has been reported to account for 26% and 36% of the variance in the prevalence of T2DM in middle-aged European men and women, respectively. 16 However, there has been some debate regarding the existence of residual SEP-related inequalities in the incidence and prevalence of T2DM after adjusting for these traditional risk factors. [9] [10] [11] [12] 14 It is also necessary to consider that these factors may in part be the result of the conditions in which people are born, grow, live, work and age, conditions that are shaped by the distribution of money, power and resources at global, national and local levels.
To date, no Europe-wide follow-up studies have been reported that analyze social inequalities in both incidence and prevalence of T2DM and the contribution of their risk factors to these inequalities. Studying inequalities in the incidence and prevalence of diabetes across Europe may help to identify general patterns that are independent of the characteristics of specific countries. Furthermore, assessing the role of potential mediators of the relationship between SEP and T2DM incidence or prevalence may aid the design of specific strategies aimed at reducing these inequalities. The aim of this study was to analyze SEP-related inequalities in the prevalence and incidence of T2DM in people aged 50 years and over in Europe between 2004 and 2006 and to describe the contribution of body mass index (BMI) and other possible mediators of SEP-related inequalities in T2DM.
Methods

A cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis of a group of individuals was performed on the basis of the results of two phases of the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE) in 2004 and 2006. SHARE is a multidisciplinary and trans-national
European study that has collected information on health, SEP and family networks of individuals aged ≥50 years. In this study we included men and women aged ≥50 years who resided in 11 European countries (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and The Netherlands). These are the countries that participated in 2004 and had a follow up in the second wave (In 2004, the individual response rate ranged from 73.7% in Spain to 93% in Denmark). All countries attempted proper probability sampling. For more information about SHARE-project it is possible to consult its web page, where there is a lot of additional methodological information (www.share-project.org). The final sample size consisted of individuals who were part of the main sample of SHARE-project, aged 50 years or more.
The prevalence of T2DM was calculated among individuals enrolled in the first phase of the survey in 2004 (n = 21,323). T2DM status was self-reported, using the same survey questions in 2004 and 2006: (1) "Has a doctor ever told you that you had any of the conditions on this card? Diabetes or high blood sugar", or (2) "Do you currently take drugs at least once a week for problems mentioned on this card? Drugs for diabetes". People who reported diagnosis of diabetes before 20 years of age (1.3%) were considered as they did not have T2DM since they are more likely to be affected by type 1 diabetes. Using data collected during the second phase of the survey in 2006, the cumulative Incidence of T2DM was calculated on the basis of individuals who did not have diabetes in 2004 (n = 12,811; 39.9% were lost to follow-up).
Information on educational level (as a measure of SEP) was collected in the first phase of the survey and classified according to the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED-11) (www.unesco.org). Some categories of this classification were collapsed because of the low numbers of individuals in some groups. The final variable was made up of the following categories: ISCED <3 (lower secondary education or less) or ISCED ≥3 (upper secondary education or more).
The following variables were collected as potential mediators of the association between education and T2DM: BMI was calculated using self-reported weight and height, and was analyzed as both a continuous variable and a 4-level categorical variable: (1) underweight (<18.5 kg/m 2 ); (2) normal (18.5-24.9 kg/m 2 ); (3) overweight (25-29.9 kg/m 2 ); and (4) obese (≥30 kg/m 2 ). Smoking status was classified as: (1) currently a smoker, (2) never a smoker, and (3) a former smoker. An individual's alcohol consumption was considered excessive if he reported drinking more than two glasses of beer, cider, wine, spirits or cocktails on five or more days a week. Physical inactivity was defined as never or almost never engaging in moderate or vigorous physical activity such as sports, heavy housework, or a job that involves physical labor. We note that although we have considered the risk factors mentioned above as potential mediators of the link between SEP and T2DM risk, some may not be part of the chain of causality between SEP and T2DM and therefore might be better considered as potential confounders. 13 Age and country were treated as potential confounding variables.
Data analysis
All analyses were stratified by sex. Crude and age-adjusted (by the direct method, using the entire sample as the standard for each phase) and country-adjusted (to ensure that all the countries contribute in the same magnitude) prevalence and incidence of T2DM were calculated for each educational level. In order to study the association between educational level and the prevalence and incidence of T2DM, a Poisson regression model with robust variance was used to calculate age-adjusted and country-adjusted prevalence ratio (PR) and relative risk (RR), respectively. To explore the effects of BMI (as a continuous quadratic variable), smoking, physical activity and alcohol consumption, we had fitted additional models, introducing each variable individually and then all variables simultaneously. The contribution of each independent variable in the relationship between prevalence or cumulative incidence of T2DM and educational level was quantified by calculating the percentage change in PR or RR of each model before and after introducing each independent variable. Finally, among the individuals without diabetes in phase I, we compared the characteristics of those who were available for follow-up to those who were not. 
Results
Among the participants of phase I, 65% of men and 53% of women were overweight or obese and 92% of men and 87% of women performed some type of physical activity (Table 1) . Fifty-five percent of men and 43% of women had upper secondary education or higher. The individuals included in the second phase of the study had similar prevalences of these risk factors, but were generally younger and more physically active than those included in the first phase (both with p < 0.01).
Prevalence of T2DM in men ranges from 8 CI: 0.78-1.40]) of T2DM was observed among men. The SEP inequalities in incidence and prevalence in each country are shown in Fig. 3 . Overall SEP inequalities in the incidence and prevalence of T2DM were consistent across countries (Fig. 3 ). In both prevalence and incidence of T2DM, SEP inequalities seemed to be higher in women than in men. For example, point estimates of SEP inequalities in T2DM incidence among men were very close to 1 in each country, while among women they were higher than 1 in the majority of countries. For overall estimations, SEP-related inequalities in the prevalence and incidence of T2DM were significantly greater in women compared to men (p-value for the interaction between sex and SEP: 0.017 for prevalence; 0.005 for incidence). The most important mediator risk factor for SEP-related inequalities in both the prevalence and incidence of T2DM was BMI, accounting for 23.0% and 15.9% of the inequality in prevalence and incidence among women, respectively (Table 3) . After adjusting for all the potential mediators simultaneously, SEP-related inequalities in the prevalence of T2DM were reduced by 44.8% and 26.2% in men and women, respectively, while inequalities in incidence (that was found statistically significant only among women) were reduced by 21.6% in women. In men, SEP inequalities in incidence of T2DM were not found.
Discussion
In this study, which tries to ensure a large and representative sample of the European population over 50 years of age, we identified SEP-related inequalities in the prevalence of T2DM in men and women and in the two-year incidence of T2DM among women. BMI appeared as the main mediator variable explaining these inequalities.
Limitations
The study was based on health survey data and it is generally recognized that respondents report only diagnosed T2DM, which represents just 30-50% of all cases. 17, 18 However, educational level does not seem to be associated with undiagnosed T2DM, so self-reported diabetes may not be subject to significant reporting bias, and may therefore be a valid tool for evaluating SEP-related inequalities in diabetes prevalence. 19 The first phase of this study was carried out using a large representative sample of the European population aged ≥50 years. The second phase, however, whose aim was to evaluate the incidence of T2DM, lasted only 2 years, which may be too short an interval to provide sufficient power to detect real SEP-related inequalities. Therefore, it is possible that statistically significant SEP-related inequalities would be evident in both men and women after a longer follow-up period. The small sample size has not allowed us to obtain conclusive results by country and for this reason a pooled analysis, taking into account the variability of each country, was used for the multivariate analysis. Moreover, we were not able to make conclusions for many different social categories separately, due to the limited incidence cases in the period 2004-2006.
Finally, the proportion of individuals who were lost to followup was considerable (39.9%), and we observed some notable differences in the characteristics of these individuals and compared to those of the individuals who were retained. Compared to individuals who were retained in the second phase of the study, men and women who were lost to follow up were older, less obese, were less physically active and with lower educational level (see Table I in Appendix online). In order to evaluate the comparability of each phase of the study, we analyzed SEP-related inequalities in prevalence in the second phase (not shown in any table), and found the PR to be very similar to that in first phase (men: 1.29 and 1.28 [95% CI: 1.09-1.439] in the first and second phase, respectively; women: 1.61 and 1.72 [95% CI: 1.45-2.04] in the first and second phases, respectively). This suggests that losses to follow-up are unlikely to have caused important biases in our results, although incidence results should be taken carefully.
SEP-related inequalities in the prevalence and incidence of T2DM
The socioeconomic inequalities in the prevalence of T2DM observed in our study have been previously described in a representative sample of the younger European population (30-64 years). 20 Our study indicates that this pattern of SEP-related inequalities persists in later decades in the European population, and suggests a similar tendency for the incidence of T2DM, consistent with the results of a recent meta-analysis of studies from 6 European countries. 8 On the contrary, we observed SEP-related inequalities in the incidence of T2DM among women but not among men. In a study based on English older population, 11 these inequalities were found in men and women when household wealth or subjective social status was used as a SEP indicator. However, these inequalities were not found in men when educational level was used, 11 which highlights the complexity of SEP indicators and the different aspects that they measure. 21 The finding of SEP-related inequalities in the prevalence of T2DM in both genders, but corresponding inequalities in incidence only among women is unexpected, and we can suggest several explanations. SEP-related inequalities in a Relative risk and b prevalence ratio of T2DM comparing less than secondary studies against secondary or more than secondary studies; there are not sufficient data in Germany to adjust a regression analysis for men in incidence of T2DM. the incidence of T2DM may occur at younger ages in men than in women. In the Whitehall II study, SEP-related inequalities in the incidence of T2DM after 10 years of follow up were found among men aged 33-55 years but not among women. 14 Moreover, SEPrelated inequalities in total mortality in Europe are stronger among younger men than older men, but do not vary with age among women. 22 This could affect the incidence of SEP-related inequalities in T2DM, since men in the lowest SEP have higher risk of both T2DM and mortality (being mortality a competing risk of incidence of T2DM). At any rate, further studies on SEP-related inequalities in the incidence of T2DM with longer follow up and among different age groups and genders are required.
Evaluation of variables that may explain observed inequalities in incidence and prevalence of T2DM
Various factors that could potentially explain the SEP-related inequalities in incidence and prevalence of T2DM observed in this study have been discussed previously. 7, 11, 12, 23 In agreement with the majority of previous studies, 7, 9, 24 we found that BMI was an important element of this relationship. It should be noted that detrimental lifestyle choices (smoking, alcohol consumption, physical inactivity and poor diet), especially among individuals with low SEP, could be a way to cope with adverse and stressful situations related to the precariousness of their working and living conditions. These unhealthy behaviors must be understood in the context of limited resources and limited access to health care. In agreement with previous reports, 7, 11, 24, 25 the potential mediator variables analyzed in our study explain only a part of these SEPrelated inequalities. Some part of the remaining variability may be accounted for misclassification biases such as self-reported BMI or physical activity, or not measuring variables repeatedly over time. 12 In addition, unmeasured factors such as family history of diabetes, 23, 26 diet, 24 access to health services, 27 labor conditions and other psychosocial factors, 14, 28 life-course variables 10, 29 or other socioeconomic variables may also be relevant. 11 For example, in a Swedish study characterized by more precise measurements of potential mediator variables (such as physical activity and BMI) and psychosocial factors, the authors were able to explain all SEPrelated inequalities in the prevalence of T2DM in women. 26 Our study contributes to the ongoing debate on the risk factors that mediate the relationship between SEP-related inequalities and risk of T2DM, indicating that in Europe these inequalities are partly but not entirely explained by various intermediate factors, particularly BMI. Since BMI is a causal mediator of the relationship between SEP and T2DM, strategies to prevent SEP-related inequalities in obesity could partially reduce SEP-related inequalities in T2DM. In order to reduce these inequalities, obesity prevention strategies should focus on contextual conditions that may have greater impact on disadvantaged groups. 30 To this end, the WHO has proposed interventions to reduce weight gain and the prevalence of obesity among vulnerable groups in the WHO European region (e.g., interventions in nutrition, physical activity and sedentarism, and in economic and psychosocial factors), and recommends that these interventions be implemented by settings, sectors and actors. 31 
Gender-related differences
As in other studies, 7 we found more pronounced SEP-related inequalities in T2DM among women than men, and this is thought to be driven by the burden of risk factors, particularly BMI, which is particularly prevalent among women with lower SEP. 32, 33 However, the gender differences in SEP-related inequalities observed in our study were not entirely explained by BMI or other factors. Psychosocial factors 28, 34 and the different roles and power relationships between men and women, which were not measured in our study, may partly explain SEP-related inequalities in women. 26 Notably, countries such as Finland, Sweden, Denmark and Norway which have a higher percentage of women in the labor market and more redistribute policies than Spain or Italy 35 have fewer gender differences in SEP-related inequalities in T2DM. 20 
Conclusions
In this study we observed significant SEP-related inequalities in the prevalence of T2DM in a representative sample of European men and women aged 50 years or over. Similar inequalities in the incidence of T2DM were observed in women but not men. These inequalities are partially mediated by BMI and other factors. Future studies should explore structural and psychosocial factors and dietary behavior in order to understand why SEP-related inequalities in diabetes persist in Europe.
What is known on this topic?
Socioeconomic inequalities (SEP) in the prevalence of T2DM are present throughout Europe. The magnitude of SEP Inequalities in incidence of T2DM in Europe population is not known. There are not conclusive results about the residual SEPrelated inequalities in the incidence and prevalence of T2DM after adjusting for traditional risk factors.
What does this study add to the literature?
There are SEP-related inequalities in the prevalence of T2DM in men and women aged 50 years or more. There are SEP-related inequalities in the incidence of T2DM in people aged 50 years or more only among women. BMI appeared as the main mediator variable explaining the inequalities in incidence and prevalence of T2DM.
